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Publishable summary

The specific and ultimate goal of the REMPARK project is to develop a PHS with closed loop
detection, response and treatment capabilities for management of Parkinson’s Disease (PD) patients
at two levels:


At the first level, the project will develop a wearable monitoring system able to identify in
real time the motor status of the PD patients, and evaluating ON/OFF/Dyskinesia status,
with sensitivity greater than 80% and specificity greater than 80% in operation during
ambulatory conditions and will also develop a gait guidance system able to help the patient
in real time during their daily activities.



At a second level, the intelligent analysis of data provided by the first level, supported with a
disease management system will allow the neurologist in charge to access accurate and
reliable information to decide about the treatment that best suits the patient, improving the
management of their disease, in particular to adjust so called therapeutic window. To
achieve this global goal, four main objectives need to be achieved:


Identification of motor status in real time



Development of a gait guidance system



Development of a user interface to collect direct feedback from the patient



Development of a server to allow interaction with the doctor in charge and
track the evolution of the patient’s condition.

REMPARK system will be tested in 60 real patients from four medical centres. Medical and
technical renowned specialists form the consortium, and PD patients are represented through the
participation of the European Parkinson’s Disease Association.
In order to achieve these goals an initial architecture for the REMPARK system was conceived, as
depicted in figure 1.
The motor status of the REMPARK patients will be evaluated based on the following parameters:








Tremor indicator.
Bradykinesia indicator.
Freezing of gait (FOG) indicator.
Stride length.
Gait speed.
Fall indicator.
Dyskinesia indicator.
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Figure 1. Basic architecture of the REMPARK system.

The project is organized around the Parkinson’s disease patient, as the main actor (Level 1 – BAN).
Additional actors are professionals and care persons (doctors, nurses, caregivers, familiar
environment…), all together interacting using some specific technological subsystems, some of
them worn directly by the patient and some others available in the immediate and remote
environment.
Some sub-systems are designed for symptom detection, there exist another group of devices able to
interact with the patient and, in some cases, they will be considered as real actuators (generating a
cue, for instance). Following this idea, it is possible to identify six main actors in the project frame:







PD patient: Primary final user of the system.
FES (Functional Electrical Stimulation) device: This component should be in charge of
providing appropriate stimuli (haptic cue) in order to aid the patient’s walking behaviour.
Drug pump: It is intended to administer an appropriate drug dose depending on the
patient’s movement parameters and symptoms detected.
Auditory cueing system: This component should provide an auditory pattern intended to
assist the patient in the case abnormal movement patterns (like FOG or shortened stride
length) are detected.
Sensor module: It is in charge of monitoring continuously, using appropriate sensors, the
movement behaviour of the patient.
Mobile gateway: As can be easily deduced from figure 1, this subsystem plays a central role
in the system. It not only interacts with the remaining components, but also drives their
behaviour by setting their functional parameters. In the REMPARK system the mobile
gateway will be implemented using a commercial smartphone.
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A remote and fundamental part of the system is the REMPARK Server (Level 2 core), where data
are stored and high level processing capability is embedded. REMPARK Server will, also, be
considered as the logical link between medical side and the patients. This Server will generate the
necessary interactions with the patients, through the Mobile Gateway, according with the decisions
and recommendations of a specifically designed Rule Engine. The Server will act as communication
platform with doctors and caregivers.
The project activities are scheduled along 42 months. During the first year, main objectives have
been:








The definition of the medical and technical specifications for the Project.
The specification, design and preparation of the required Database. The initial phases of the
movement Database construction for algorithmic development are already active.
Specification and first phases of the design of the actuators.
Patient feedback tests and user interface specification and development for the Smartphone
applications.
Initial works related with data transmission and security. Protocol for BAN, initial
implementation of the REMPARK Server with the integrated protocols.
Definition of the medical requirements for the Rule Engine to be integrated at the Level 2.
Start the dissemination activities. The main goal has been the launching of the project
website http://www.rempark.eu
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